‘Together, we shall aspire to the stars with wisdom, vision and effort’.
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Origin and goals
• The youngest university?
• An international effort, started at MIT
• (…) preservation of its home planet, the
increase of knowledge, the rational
utilization of the vast resources of the
Cosmos
• Started with an itinerary summer
program, established a campus in 1995
• (…) you, as leaders of industry,
academia and government
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INTERNATIONAL SPACE UNIVERSITY
is an institution founded on the vision
of a peaceful, prosperous and
boundless future through the study,
exploration and development of Space
for the benefit of all humanity.
ISU is an institution dedicated to
international affiliations, collaboration,
and open, scholarly pursuits related to
outer space exploration and
development. It is a place where
students and faculty from all
backgrounds are welcomed; where
diversity of culture, philosophy,
lifestyle, training and opinion are
honored and nurtured. (…)
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ISU Chancellors
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Arthur C Clarke

Jean-Jacques Dordain

Buzz Aldrin

Pascale Ehrenfreud
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3 I s: International
• Founded in the USA in 1987, based in France since 1994, but
• International Board of Trustees and stakeholders
• Many agreements or partnerships internationally:
• space agencies: NASA, ESA, CNES, UKSA, POLSA, ASI, CASC, ISRO,…
• major companies: Airbus, Boeing, Lockheed-Martin,…
• small companies and start-ups
• universities: Florida Tech, U. of South Wales, U. College London, IRS in Stuttgart,
the AIR Centre in Lisbon, Tohoku U. in Sendai,…
• international organisations: UNOOSA, COSPAR, African Union,…
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ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
BANGLADESH
BELGIUM
BRAZIL
CANADA
CHINA
EGYPT
FRANCE
INDIA
ISRAEL
ITALY
JORDAN
KAZAKHSTAN
MEXICO
MOROCCO
NEPAL
NETHERLANDS
NEW ZEALAND
POLAND
RUSSIA
SPAIN
SRI LANKA
UK
USA

International
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• International staff and faculty

• International student cohorts
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Background of Master students 2020/21

Interdisciplinary
Space Applica

Seven disciplines:
• Space Business and Management
• Human Performance in Space
• Space Policy and Law
• Space Physical Sciences
• Space Applications
• Space Engineering
• Space Humanities
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Intercultural
• Put your pre-conceived ideas to test
• Academic, cultural and national diversity
• Most major space projects are international
• « Intercultural nights »
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Teaching: Master of Space Studies
• 12 months (9 months taught, 3–6 month internship), plus optional 2nd year
• very intense and integrated
• taught modules: introduction, deepening, electives
• practical modules: individual project, team project, internship
• 4–5 professional visits, workshops, and activities
• strong connexion student-teacher and student-student
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Teaching: Short Programs
• Space Studies Program:
• 9 weeks, intense, « life-changing experience », June–August
North America
►1988 Boston (USA)
►1990 Toronto (Canada)
►1993 Huntsville (USA)
►1997 Houston (USA)
►1998 Cleveland (USA)
►2002 Pomona (USA)
►2005 Vancouver (Canada)
►2009 San Francisco (USA)
►2012 Florida (USA)
►2014 Montreal (Canada)
►2015 Ohio (USA)

Europe
►1989 Strasbourg (France)
►1991 Toulouse(France)
►1994 Barcelona (Spain)
►1995 Stockholm (Sweden)
►1996 Vienna (Austria)
►2001 Bremen(Germany)
►2003 Strasbourg (France)
►2006 Strasbourg (France)
►2008 Barcelona (Spain)
►2010 Strasbourg (France)
►2011 Graz (Austria)
►2013 Strasbourg (France)
►2017 Cork (Ireland)
►2018 Delft (Netherlands)
►2019 Strasbourg (France)

• different locations world-wide, this year online (Interactive Space Program)
• 2020: online, 2021: Granada+Strasbourg, 2022: Lisbon

• South Hemisphere Space Studies Program:

Asia
►1992 Kitakyushu(Japan)
►1999 Nakhon Ratchasima (Thailand)
►2007 Beijing (China)
►2016 Haifa (Israel)

• 5 weeks, Jan–February
• at the University of South Australia Adelaide campus
• 2021 and 2022: online

• Executive Space Courses

South America
►2000 Valparaiso (Chile)

Australia
►2004 Adelaide (Australia)

• one week, three locations/year incl. Strasbourg
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Team projects
• Provide experience with research, project
management, organisation, communication
• The team conducts its research and
chooses the direction freely
• Students interact with world experts
• 2–4 projects proposed for each program
• Master: 5 months @ 30%, 20 students
• See https://isulibrary.isunet.edu
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on the different rovers depend on the version. The NASA Ames one is, for example, having more
sensors, like laser range finders or an Intertial Navigation System (Al-Ali, 2007).

Equipment

The availability of the rover at ISU is making possible the demonstration of the rover during
outreach activities, like visits of ISU. The rover was used by the student, too, to carry out their IP
during the second module of the master.

• Vacuum chamberIndeed, different IPs and projects have been done with the use of the Senseta rover. Table
(being prepared
regolith
sintering)
2 is for
presenting
all the
current known past projects, the students who worked on it, and the
• 2.5-m 21cm

current status of the projects. As we can see, the Senseta rover has not been used since 2015
radio
antenna
for an IP project, and as we will see in section 4.3, some problems are making the use of the
rover impossible at the beginning of my IP.

• 1-m 10–12GHz dish

• Satellite tracking station
• NASA Senseta Rover w/stereoscopic vision
• A Reddy shock tube
• Library dedicated to space (10k books)
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by module
seven provides support for two crew members for a mission of at
Eachwork
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nies and institutions and was funded under
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• Education and research go together
participate in its first analogue mission scenario in Rio Tinto,

by scientists and engineers in analogue
missions.
In Aprilthree
of years of research and development work by seven
SHEE
represents

European companies and institutions and was funded under the European

Commission Framework 7 Programme.
• Students perform
research
projects
during
the
program,
As of January 2016, SHEE has been declared functionally complete and is
under ISU/external
supervision
available for
use by scientists and engineers in analogue missions. In April of

he MOONWALK, FP-7 project.

2016, SHEE will participate in its first analogue mission scenario in Rio Tinto,

• Some recent projects:
Spain as part of the MOONWALK, FP-7 project.
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Research: SHEE

Europe’s first space analogue habitat

• Extreme environment habitat

2015, SHEE participated in the German Space Day at the

• For two researchers,
SA and ESTEC visited the habitat and provided feedback on
for
two
weeks
rall the habitat was well received by both the general public and

naut Centre in Cologne. During the exhibition the general public

e.

• Outreach opportunity
credit:
SHEE Consortium,
visualisations: Space
Innovations (SPIN) 2014
Background image (top):
Devastation after Tsunami in
Rikuzentakata, Iwate, Japan,
credit:
Mitsukuni Sato
credit:
SHEE Consortium,
Bottom:
SHEE habitat
with
visualisations:
Space
NASA
Exploration
Vehicle
Innovations
(SPIN)
2014

Background image (top):
Devastation after Tsunami in
Rikuzentakata, Iwate, Japan,
credit: Mitsukuni Sato
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SHEE is modular by design, allowing for

credit:
SHEE Consortium,
visualisation: LIQUIFER
Systems Group 2014

Bottom: SHEE habitat with
NASA Exploration Vehicle
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Research–payloads
• 3 payloads for the ISS:
• plant growth experiment
• methanogen growth
• interactive kaleidoscope: Hydra-3 ISS
• now at MacQuarie University and Bits-core company

• Next big project: launch a cubesat
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its third orbital birthday in June and some additional utilization of it with MacQuarie University
and the Bits-core company has been investigated and is currently moving forward.
Support for research-related external activities
has continued through membership of the UK
Future AI and Robotics in Space (FAIR-SPACE)
Hub, Independent Steering Committee and
co-editorship of the Frontiers Online - Creative Performance in Extreme Human Environments: Astronauts and Space topic.

Research–payloads

• Design and Development of a Plasma Instrumentation
• Dr. Taiwo Tejumola

Dr. Taiwo Tejumola joined the team of the IRS at the University of Stuttgart on the Design and Deve
of a Plasma Instrumentation for ROMEO Satellite as a mission specialist for the design and developm
low-cost plasma measurement system. The main objective of the mission is to develop a cost-efficie
lite bus that demonstrates new technologies in low (LEO) and medium earth orbit (MEO). The plasm
mentation will apply the principle of double Langmuir probe for the characterization of transitional o
to MEO) of the satellite (see Fig.XX).

• Langmuir probes to measure temperature, density, and electric potential
• to be mounted on the IRS-Stuttgart 60-kg ROMEO small sat

• Other research interests of Taiwo:
• standardisation
• using chipsat to monitor cubesat behaviour

• Next big project: launch a cubesat
BERTRAND GOLDMAN
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Research – Astronomy
• Moving groups:
• stellar clusters dissolve as members escape into the disk
• the escaped members keep the same motion
• use Gaia to identify the original stellar content

• Nearby low-mass stars and brown dwarfs
• Solar system and astrobiology–Prof. Hugh Hill
• shock processing of nucleobases
• using the Reddy shock tube
Coma Ber, Tang+ 2019
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Figure 4. Kinematic and spatial distribution of member
et al. 1998: green; Tang et al. 2018: dark red; Oh et al. 2
show the 3D spatial position of member candidates in
Panel (c)NOVEMBER
is the same as16,
(a),2021
but with the symbols colorcircle shows the region within the tidal radius (6.9 pc, s
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Research

One student, Ms. Stephanie Rocha, defended her research work conducted during her MSS thesis year. The
purpose of the project was to conduct the thermal analysis of a 1-U CubeSat Lunar Plant Growth Experiment
(LPX) placed on the South side of the Moon, using the case of the Arabidopsis plants to define the tempera-ture constraints. The thermal analysis was conducted with the Systema Thermica modeling software courtesy of Airbus Defense and Space.
Two students started a thesis year research project, one working (part-time) on polarimetric observations of
nearby brown dwarfs; and the other on the initial chipsat design as a hosted payload to a cubesat mission.

• In Situ Resource Utilisation:

Several external proposals to European and French funding agencies were submitted, which included provisions for PhD and postdoc fellowships, but none was yet successful. Nonetheless, the submission of those
proposals allowed us to strengthen our link with potentials partners.

-As in the previous year, the faculty pursued research primarily in the following fields:

• simulation performed with COMSOL Multiphysics

IISRU: the rationale of the project is the building of future lunar habitats using in-situ material in combination with on-site additive manufacturing (AM) technologies. The material
considered is lunar regolith, represented by
various simulants. This constitutes the core of
the PhD thesis of Ms. Danijela Stupar.

• laser sintering of Lunar regolith
planned in 2022: in vacuum conditions
• PhD thesis of Danijela Stupar

• Sonoluminescence:
microgravity test of
single bubble sonoluminescence
dropped at the ZARM Bremen drop tower
master thesis of James Hurrell
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The project is split into two parts: a simulation performed with COMSOL Multiphysics
software; and experiments conducted at the
nearby ICube laboratory of the University of
Strasbourg, ECAM, the IS2M laboratories and
in collaboration with the Institute Clément
Ader of the Mines Albi-Carmeaux engineering
school.

-

Regolith looks like dust, with irregular shape of grains ranging between 40 µm to 800 µm. Its chemical composition primarily consists of silica and aluminum, but it also contains iron, titanium, calcium and magnesium. Respecting those chemical and physical characteristics, regolith simulants were created in specific laboUCL ONE
NOVEMBER
16,suitable
2021 material, as well
ratories.
ForO’CLOCK
this particular research, we selected JSC-2A, LHS and LMS
as the most
as the most readily available. Current conclusions find that simulation and experimental results are in good
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tometry of the Pan-STARRS1 survey and was attached to
is already referred to 153 times. The other two articles us
straints on the white dwarf luminosity function, and the

Research – Life sciences

In Life Sciences, Dr. Wotring began refurbishing the exis
animal
model
feasible Wotring
for use in a variety of spac
• Pharmacology and human performancetebrate
in space:
Prof.
Virginia
are capable of sensing the Earth’s magnetic field and usin
• systematic review of impact and counter-measures
oftissue
micro-gravity
amounts of their
after injury. New colonies of th
environment in the Orion Crew Vehicle tigrina) are thriving in the ISU laboratory and ready for n
in a reduced magnetic field environment. Research pro
• physiology study of female astronauts re. the risk of venous thromboembolism
simulated microgravity environments are underway.

• Use flatworm Planaria in simulated space environments
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During the periods of restrictions this year, Dr. Wotrin

Research – business
• Prof. Walter Peeters, since Sept.21 Nicolas Peter
• Impact of innovation, space-developing countries
• utilisation of cubesats

• Role and comparison of incubators
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Popularisation
• Part of curriculum in the
Humanities discipline
• Related topics as Individual Project
• Students contribute to the Open Days
• On a voluntary basis, options to welcome classes (e.g. from Poland)
• Organiser of the first semi-final in France with EU–SDC
Author: Fei Fan
(colonisation competition for high-school students)
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Sustainability
• Space-based Earth observations crucial to quantify the impact
• The space sector has to adjust and contribute to the global reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions
• Paris agreement: economic activities to become carbon-neutral by 2050
(50% reduction by 2030) to limit the average temperature increase to 1.5ºC

• ISU WG developed a sustainability policy, applying to all ISU activities
• MSS21 year:
TP on Plastics in the Oceans, « Space for a sustainable Earth » elective
• Participates to ESA sustainability efforts led by Andrea Vena
BERTRAND GOLDMAN
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Entrepreneurship
• ISU Incubator
• under the umbrella of the AeroSpace Valley & ESA BIC Sud France
• « booster » supported by local authorities and the French government
• support ISU alumni entrepreneurs in particular

• Seven start-ups in ~22 months
• three offered internships to ISU Master students
• one hired two ISU Master students (MSS20)
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A strong network
• Global faculty
150 experts from academia, agencies, companies
• Alumni
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A few other alumni…
• Jessica Meir (MSS00), NASA Astronaut
• Jennifer Wiseman (SSP89), Senior Astrophysicist, NASA GSFC

4. Chang’e-5 mission with ISU contribution

• Alexander McDonald (SSP05), NASA Chief Economist
• Andrew Aldrin (SSP01), Director, Aldrin Space Institute and ISU Center for Space Entrepreneurship
• Stephanie Bednarek (SSP08), Director of Commercial Sales, SpaceX
• William Pomerantz (MSS04), Vice President, Special Projects, Virgin Galactic

Mr. Dengyun YU (ISU SSP03)
Deputy Chief Program Architect

• Elodie Viau (MSS08), Director for Telecommunications, ESA
• Philippe Clerc (MSS96), Head of Compliance and Ethics, French Space Agency (CNES)

Yansheng
WU (ISU SSP01)
• So-yeon Yi (SSP09), South Korea's first astronaut and ISUMr.
Alumni
Representative
to the Board of Trustees
Chairman of CASC

• Yansheng Wu (SSP01), President, China Aerospace Science and Technology Corp (CASC)
• Takemi Chiku (SSP92), Senior Administrator, JAXA

Mr. Dong Li (ISU SSP05)
Chief Designer of LM-5

Prof. Gongling SUN

Lunar Exploration Roadmap in China

ISU online Research Lunch

November 26, 2020
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• Timiebi Aganaba-Jeanty (MSS08), Assistant Professor, Arizona State University
• Peter Platzer (MSS12), CEO, Spire Global Inc.
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APPLYING FOR ISU PROGRAMS
• Tuition fees:
• MSS: 25,000 €
• Space Studies Program: 18,500 €, including accommodation and meals. Next one, June-August 2021: in Granada
• Southern Hemisphere Space Studies Program: 9,000 AU$, online in January-February 2021
• Commercial Space Program, in Florida: 14,892 US$
• Partial ESA scholarships available for UK applicants, depending on application evaluation

• Applications dead-line to request scholarships
• MSS deadline: 15 March
• SSP deadline: 31 January
• SHSSP deadline: 30 November (flexible)
• CSP deadline: 30 April
BERTRAND GOLDMAN
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Take-home messages from ISU
• International, Interdisciplinary, Intercultural
• Space-related research programs
• Upcoming online « Open Day » end of January
• bertrand.goldman@isunet.edu or discover@isunet.edu
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